
NORMAL WATER REQUIREMENT - SEE BOX BELOW RIGHT

KEY TO SIZES: Mil l imetres    Inches to  nearest 1⁄4"

These baths are supplied with only waste &

overflow holes drilled. Spouts and taps have

to be free-standing risers, wall mounted, or

manifold fillers with remote taps. It requires

an extended waste & overflow. The only rule

is good plumbing.

These baths are supplied with metal plates for

floor fixing and need underfloor access. A diagram

of this and installation instructions are overleaf.

All Cabuchon products are registered designs

covered by copyright and the Company, being

committed to continuous innovation and

improvement, reserves the right to change

specifications without notice.

Tolerances are + 3 or - 3mm.
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There are  two different  lengths  of  baths  -  

for  those dimensions that  are  different ,  see  box below lef t
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1. Place bath in required position and mark a line on floor around base

perimeter. 

2. Removing bath, fit supplied brackets to floor 60mm off centre line and

25mm inside perimeter, angled as shown below. There are cutouts in rim

of bath base of the same size to fit over these brackets in step 7. 

3. There must be an inspection hatch in floor at foot of where bath will stand.

The waste trap should be set up through the hatch and the piping should

be flexible. The feet on the bath have been fixed in factory to rest on an

even floor when bath is upright. The size of the waste trap opening must

not interfere with the feet being firmly on floor. Check that bottom of feet

and bottom bath rim are level. If floor not even then one or both feet can

be adjusted but it is vital that both feet are firmly on floor when installation

complete.

4. Lay the bath on its side (on a soft surface to prevent it being chafed) and

push up the overflow pipe of the waste/overflow piece between the outer

and inner walls of the bath. Connect this with its grids and washers through

the overflow hole; and tighten up. 

5. Put the waste portion of the waste/overflow piece and its washers into the

waste hole and tighten up. 

6. Connect flexi waste to trap on bath. 

7. Lift bath with waste line hanging loose and place it with each bracket on

the floor inside the matching base cutout. Then turn bath clockwise to

central position to lock bath rim under brackets. Seal with silicon if wished. 

8. Pull waste line through hatch and secure. 

installation instructions -
pleasance & pleasance plus 

free-standing baths
Note: installer will need a helper.


